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About This Game
A disastrous avalanche... an evacuation... and mysterious residents who turn cold right before your eyes... literally! In this sequel
to the classic hidden-object puzzle ad 5d3b920ae0
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To start with, Phantasmat: Crucible Peak is the second game to bear the Phantasmat name, but it isn't a sequel (the protagonist is
different for one thing),. In this game, you start off skiing in the Alps when you are overcome by an avalanche. You manage to
survive, and must find a way out, meeting ghosts along the way. This really isn't a spoiler as the first couple lines of the store
description mentions this. The game itself is typical of the genre. You have to nagivate through a series of hidden object screens
and puzzles to advance forward. What is slightly different is that if you dislike the Hidden Object part of the game, you can play
a match 3 game instead which will remove the items to locate. The game also has 3 levels of difficulty: Casual, Normal,
Advanced and this effects how much help it gives you, refresh on hints, etc. One quality of life feature it is missing is a map
with fast travel that many HoGs now boast. It isn't to hard to navigate, but it was noticeable. One thing I am pleased with is this
game at least didn't require you to pick up 5-6 knives or knife-like objects to 'cut' things. I know this is an odd comment, but the
HoG I played previously did this: knife, dagger, scissors, broken shard of glass, shard of metal, etc. all to cut stitches, rope, etc.
As for the game itself, I have to admit I was disappointed in it. The first Phantasmat game (Endless Night) actually had me
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invested in the protagonist, and there was enough weird stuff to keep me drawn in. This game didn't have any of that. So would I
recommend it? If you were a fan of the first, and wanted more of the same, you won't find it here. If you want a serviceable
HoG, then this might suit your needs. Considering I played it without any issue, I would give this one a tentative yes, but with
the caveat that there are better HoGs out there at the same price. One thing is that the game currently goes for $9.99 US on
Steam, and I think this is a little high. However, it often is on sale during other big Steam sales, so if you do wish to get it, I
highly recommend waiting until such a time to do so.. Could only complete roughly 10% of the game due to run time errors
causing it to crash. It's a pity because artwork was good and the story was interesting. If the run time problem can be fixed then I
would probably change my recommendation to a positive.. i didnt like it >> it dont desrve the money i paid. A good game with
very good story. + very good story + nice music + fine graphics + good but easy puzzles + good hidden object scenes - missing
map with locations where you can do something - buggy, few times it quit me to windows with error - hints are text only and
sometimes worthless - extra chapter wasn't so good as the rest of the game Overall 6.5/10 It is worth it's price
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